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VIDEO: Canadian Police Caught Attempting To Stage
Riots
Officials admit rock-wielding "black bloc anarchists" were really police
infiltrators

By Paul Watson
Global Research, August 24, 2007
Infowars.com 24 August 2007
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Theme: Police State & Civil Rights

Quebec  provincial  authorities  have  admitted  that  three  rock-wielding  mask-wearing
“anarchists”  were in  fact  police  infiltators  used to  gather  information on protesters  at  this
week’s  SPP  summit,  but  authorities  are  still  ludicrously  denying  the  fact  that  the
provocateurs were intent on causing a riot in order to justify a heavy-handed response.

Yesterday, debunkers attempted to claim that identical yellow marks on the boots of the
“anarchists” and the police were simply Canadian Safety Industry seals  and dismissed
allegations  that  the  three  “anarchists”  were  undercover  cops.  Those  same  trolls  and
apologists for the authorities have egg on their face today after the police were forced to
admit  their  role  in  using  disguised  cops  to  infiltrate  the  protesters  before  staging  their
arrests  when  they  were  exposed  as  agent  provocateurs.

“Police  came  under  fire  Tuesday,  when  a  video  surfaced  on  YouTube  that
appeared  to  show  three  plainclothes  police  officers  at  the  protest  with
bandanas across their faces. One of the men was carrying a rock,” reports CBC
.

“In the video, protest organizers in suits order the men to put the rock down,
call them police instigators and try unsuccessfully to unmask them.”

“Quebec  provincial  police  admitted  Thursday  that  three  of  their  officers
disguised  themselves  as  demonstrators  during  the  protest  at  the  North
American leaders summit in Montebello, Que. However, the police force denied
allegations its undercover officers were there on Monday to provoke the crowd
and instigate violence.”

Protest organizers confirmed that four arrests had been made in total during the summit, all
of legitimate demonstrators, meaning that the arrests of the “anarchists” was a staged
event purely for public and media consumption to create the myth that the police were
responding to the fact that one of the anarchists was wielding a rock and attempting to
break through a police line.

Watching the video, it is clearly evident that as soon as the trio are exposed as police, they
try to casually drift back into police ranks before cops are forced to stage their arrests.

Firstly, why should we accept the notion that it’s legitimate for police officers to engage in
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tactics more familiar to rogue intelligence agencies by disguising themselves as anarchists
in order to spy on completely non-violent protesters who are merely exercising their right to
peaceably assemble?

Dave Coles, president of the Communications, Energy and Paperworkers Union, confronts
the undercover cops and attempts to remove their face masks before the cops try to skulk
back behind the police line.

Secondly, if the police had to go to the lengths of staging arrests to perpetuate the myth
that the “anarchists” were real protesters then why should we believe for a second that they
weren’t intent on causing violence, since they had armed themselves with projectiles?

The  so-called  “black  bloc”  anarchists  are  completely  infiltrated  and  controlled  by  the
security services and are routinely employed at major protest events to cause riots and
demonize legitimate peaceful protesters.

In Seattle in 1999 at the World Trade Organisation meeting, the authorities declared a state
of emergency, imposed curfews and resorted to nothing short of police state tactics in
response to a small minority of hostile black bloc hooligans. In his film Police State 2 , Alex
Jones covered the fact that the police allowed the black bloc to run riot in downtown Seattle
while  they  concentrated  on  preventing  the  movement  of  peaceful  protestors.  The  film
presents clear evidence that the left-wing anarchist groups are actually controlled by the
state and used to demonize peaceful protesters.

At the WTO protests in Genoa 2001 a protestor was killed after being shot in the head and
run over  twice by a police vehicle.  The Italian Carabinere also later  beat  on peaceful
protestors as they slept, and even tortured some, at the Diaz School. It later emerged that
the police fabricated evidence against the protesters, claiming they were anarchist rioters,
to justify their actions. Some Carabiniere officials have since come forward to say they knew
of infiltration of the so called black bloc anarchists, and that fellow officers acted as agent
provocateurs.

At  the  Free  Trade  Area  of  Americas  protests  in  Miami  in  late  November  2003,  more
provocateuring was evident. The United Steelworkers of America calling for a congressional
investigation, stated that the police intentionally caused violence and arrested and charged
hundreds of peaceful protestors. The USWA suggested that billions of dollars supposedly
slated  for  Iraq  reconstruction  funds  are  actually  being  used  to  subsidize  “homeland
repression” in America.

The leadership of the black bloc has been completely usurped by the authorities and anyone
who still professes to be a member of the group is either supremely naive or completely
stupid. To dress up like terrorists, all in black with ski masks and bandanas (like the police)
immediately sends out a negative message to the watching public and demonizes legitimate
protesters.

The black bloc should be immediately disbanded and anyone that dresses in their garb and
threatens to engage in violence at a protest should be exposed to the media for what they
are – dirty cowboy cops who think their job is to spy on and abuse peaceful protesters, scum
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who prey on the weak and give good police a bad name while ensuring the right to protest is
chilled.
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